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Document4000
An inexpensive solution for managing all
documents associated with assets, inventory items,
leases and capital projects, such as purchase orders,
invoices and contracts.
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Project4000
A capital project control solution that gives users
complete control of cash-flows, budgets and
project expenses.
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Forecast4000
Uses existing asset information to run 'what-if'
scenarios for future capital expenditure and asset
disposals.
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Lease4000
Provides complete control over finance and
operating leases used to acquire assets and
inventory items, as well as effectively managing
domain name registration, website contracts and
software support agreements.

Track4000
Enables assets and inventory items to be bar-coded
and tracked for quick and accurate physical audits
at a minimal cost.
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Asset4000i
A true, web-based fixed asset management
solution, ideal for any organization that requires
remote access to its asset register from any
Internet or Intranet terminal.

Inventory4000
Provides the facility to store detailed information
against inventory and stock items, including
location, analysis codes and descriptions.
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Asset4000
A totally configurable depreciation and tax tool
that controls and tracks changes to an asset
throughout its life-cycle. Incorporates all 50 US
state-specific tax rules.
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The integrated range of client/server and web-based modules within Series4000 cater to the
requirements of multiple departments, allowing users access to a centralized database of all
modules required.
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Real Asset Management International (RAMI) has maintained its position as a market leader by
continually offering a range of products and services that provide organizations with a
complete fixed asset management solution. Each module has been specifically designed to
meet the needs of clients on an individual basis. Our solutions address all US state and federal
tax and accounting guidelines including GAAP, IAS17, IFRS and Sarbanes-Oxley. RAMI's
continued success is based upon three key factors; first class products, proactive customer care
and high caliber staff.
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RFID4000
Utilizes Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags
to reconcile an entire area of fixed assets at once,
immediately saving time, reducing effort and
improving traceability.
Maintenance4000
A comprehensive, functionally rich computerized
maintenance management system that manages all
planned, unplanned and preventative maintenance
associated with fixed assets.
Help4000
A centralized system for recording reports of
problems with fixed assets, inventory and stock
items.
Work4000
A mobile handheld maintenance tool allows
engineers to view up-to-date works orders and
stock information from any remote location.
Request4000
A web-based call logging facility, which integrates
with Maintenance4000 to generate work orders
and with Help4000 to generate helpdesk cases.

Some clients already benefiting
from the Series4000 suite of
solutions include:
AirBoss
Canadian National Institute for the
Blind (CNIB)
Carmike Cinemas
LSG Sky Chefs
Semtech Corporation
Pliant Corporation
Princess Auto
Putnam City Schools
Quad Graphics
Winks Companies, LLC

Series4000 has the flexibility to meet the needs of any organization, whether a single-site or
multi-national operation. All products are supported throughout the US and Canada by an
experienced team of consultants.
RAMI is committed to keeping clients at the forefront of technological innovation. Its
Series4000 products are truly scalable, capable of running under all modern operating systems
and can integrate with all major proprietary databases.
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